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 The King and the Prime Minister performed exceedingly well in 
overcoming the initial shock and awe following the announcement of the 
“Global Covid19 Pandemic” by WHO in 2020. 

 An unprecedented crisis, impacting the entire world, the King and the 
Prime Minister must be applauded for their leadership in controlling the 
devastation to the economy and protecting the health of the entire nation.  

 The security and stability of the nation was maintained, in spite of 
the insidious and power crazy politicians within the Opposition ranks 
plotting relentlessly to seize power every week, for an entire year. They 
have retreated somewhat, but are waiting for the time to execute the 
bloody coup.  

 Although, the political leadership led by the Prime Minister had to focus 
on the micro-dynamics of the crisis as the priority and rightly so, our 
Prime Minister was let-down and misadvised (an understatement) by 
the various stakeholders within and without the government, in preparing 
the country post 2021.  

 The opportunist hacks of all stripes and across the entire political divide 
were and are still concentrating on the 15th General Elections to be 
held in 2023.  

 Intellectual bankruptcy was rampant in all the professions (other than 
the self-sacrificing and brave front-liners) who were directly or indirectly 
concerned with the Covid19 pandemic.  

 Notwithstanding that the “virus pandemic” was made known to the world 
in 2019 by the World Economic Forum and the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation by their simulations and models which were organised and 
conducted for such eventualities, with scientists as far back as early 
2000s already planning for such pandemics, supported by the global 
pharmaceutical giants (forecasting $Multi-trillion profits) the global 
common and the general public was totally in the dark. 

 

The Stark Reality 
 
The daily concerns exercising my mind is not to convince all and sundry 
about what I am about to disclose, but to place on record and to inform 
the sceptical politicians surrounding the leadership to take heed, 
formulate an action plan to secure our nation, when there is still time.  
 



I was fortunate that the fourth Prime Minister, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, was 
a willing listener, up to and until 2018. There is so much a Political Secretary 
can do - offer advice, be a Devil’s Advocate, provide a different perspective, be 
a Contrarian, but ultimately the decision rest with the leadership and all the 
kudos that goes with the victories. So, it is not easy to speak truth to power. I 
once told Tun, when he was the 4th Prime Minister, to the horror and fear of my 
then colleague (the Press Secretary for Chinese Affairs) that if any of my 
advice, strategies etc. were wrong, I would fall on my sword, take the blame so 
that he need not terminate my services. For the “buck stops at my desk, not his!  
  
For the rest of my arm-chair critics, do as you wish. To my friends, fact check, 
research and research so as to equip yourself and your family to confront the 
horrendous reality unfolding right before your eyes and will surely engulf all of 
us for the next ten years. Maybe more!  
 
We should do everyone a favour, stop blaring the cliché – “There will be a New 
Normal”! 
 

The Forgotten Hidden Agenda 
 
I will only entertain queries if the reader “Fact Check”, research and connect the 
dots and cites the sources as I have done.  
 

 Welcome Trust (funded by Henry Wellcome) and the Galton Institute 
have a long history with the UK Eugenics Movement. Galton Institute is 
formerly known as the UK Eugenics Society – promoters of racial 
science - the improvement of racial stock by the depopulation in South 
America, Africa, South Asia (India) and South-East Asia. 

 The Edward Jenner Institute (vaccine research) established in 1995, 
was supported by the UK government and big pharma, GlaxoSmithKline 
(founded by Mr Henry Wellcome)) and in 2005 was relocated to Oxford.  

 Adrian Hill and Sarah Gilbert (co-developers of the Oxford AstraZeneca 
vaccine have close ties with the abovementioned organisations. 

 The Jenner Institute is now sponsored by the Oxford University and the 
Pirbright Institute (which I had exposed at the outset of the pandemic in 
2020) formerly known as the Institute of Animal Health. So, the Jenner 
and Pirbright Institutes are well placed and funded for developing 
vaccines for human and animals. They also dominate UK’s vaccine 
research and have conducted clinical trials etc. for the global 
pharmaceutical companies.  

 Fact check and research on the British Medical Journal investigations 
on the ineffective experimental tuberculosis vaccine in South Africa, 
developed jointly by Jenner Institute and Emergent Biosolutions.  

 Fact Check also the UK Vaccine Network backed by the Wellcome 
Trust and GlaxoSmith Kline and the EU’s Vaccine Network, 
MultiMalVax.  

 Jenner Institute has two offshoots - (1) Jenner Vaccine Foundation 
(funded by the WellcomeTrust Strategic Awards) and (2) Vaccitach, 
established by the commercial arm of the Oxford University, Oxford 



Science Innovations, which owns 46% of Vaccitech, while Adrian Hill 
and Sarah Gilbert have 10% stake in the company. Publicly, the 
AstraZeneca vaccine is a joint effort between AstaZeneca and Oxford 
University but, Vaccitech is a key player because the technology is 
owned by Adrian Hill and Sarah Gilbert of Vaccitech. 

 Behind this corporate web, is Braavas Capital, a venture capital firm 
founded by Andrew Crawford Blunt, global head of Deutche Bank’s 
Equity Trading. To raise further funds, approximately £600 million, 
Oxford Science Innovations solicited financial aid from Wellcome Trust 
and Google Ventures as well from Chinese Fosun Pharma and Sequoia 
Capital. 

 
The above is but a microscopic view of one aspect of the global vaccine 
Network! Connect the dots, come to your own conclusions. Is it pure 
coincidence that two names always emerge at the centre of the web? You 
decide. Research more on the Eugenics Agenda.  
 
I have just given you the basic facts to spur you on!  
 
The Propaganda For The Future Scenarios 
 
“Fact Check”, peel the onion, dig deep and follow up from my sources! 
 

 Prior to Covid19, the Gates Foundation was funding research to “develop 
a universal flu vaccine”. STAT News reported, Bill Gates was interested 
“to design a flu vaccine that would protect broadly against the strains of 
flu that infect people every winter and those in nature that could emerge 
to trigger a disruptive and deadly pandemic.” 

 Why the urgency to push and push for the current vaccines? NBC 
interviewed Adrian Hill, of the abovementioned fame, on December, 
2020 and he was quoted as saying, “to wait for the end of the trial 
would be the middle of next year (i.e. 2021).That‟s too late. This 
vaccine is effective, available at large scale and easily deployed.”  

 BBC reported on December 13th 2020, from Sarah Gilbert that the 
chances of vaccine roll out are “pretty high”.  

 Lancet, the highly regarded journal told CNBC, “The Oxford 
AstraZeneca vaccine is the vaccine right now that is going to be 
able to immunize the planet more effectively, more rapidly than any 
other vaccine we have…  is a “vaccine that can get to lower middle-
income countries.” CNBC also quoted Andrew Baum, global head of 
healthcare for Citi Group, “the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine is really 
the only vaccine that is going to suppress or even eradicate SARS-
CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, in the many millions of 
individuals in the developing world.” 

  Post the current “pandemic” it was reported by Sky News that the end of 
the Covid19 crisis “will be based on the views of a range of 
unspecified independent bodies.” 

 The future has been described by John Bell, the Oxford Medical 
professor to NBC News, “I suspect we may need to have relatively 
regular vaccinations against coronaviruses going into the future,” 



 John Bell elaborated further to The Week that, “should there prove to 
be a market for regular vaccinations against coronavirus in the 
future, there is some money to be made.”  

 Pascal Soriot, the CEO of AstraZeneca, told Bloomberg that 
AstraZeneca stood to make a “reasonable profit” post the pandemic 
and COVID-19 deemed a seasonal illness requiring regular vaccinations.  

 Vaccitech‟s CEO, Bill Enright, stated that nvestors would receive a 
“big chunk of the royalties from a successful vaccine as well as 
„milestone‟ payments” if and when the pandemic is declared over. 

 Dr. Fauci has echoed the same sentiments for annual shots in the future. 

 Charles Chiu, professor of infectious disease at the University of 
California was reported by Salon as saying, “This may end up being a 
vaccine that‟s not a one-time thing or even a two-time thing. It may 
end up being what we call either a seasonal vaccine or a vaccine 
that needs to be administered every couple of years.” 

 From Moderna, we have the following forecast given to Forbes, “the 
duration of neutralizing antibodies from the Moderna vaccine will be 
relatively short, potentially less than a year,”  

 Finally, from Pfizer‟s own statement, “we don‟t know how the virus 
will change, and we also don‟t know how durable the protective 
effect of any vaccination will be” adding that its vaccine would be 
suitable “for repeated administration as booster shots” in the event 
that the vaccine only induces an immune response for a few months. 

 And from the horse’s mouth, the developer of the Pfizer vaccine - Ugur 
Sashin of BionNTech said, “The virus will stay with us for the next 
10 years. We need to get used to the fact there‟ll be more outbreaks. 
If the virus becomes more efficient…we might need a higher uptake 
of the vaccine for life to return to normal,” 

Note his choice of words, if the vaccine becomes “more efficient”!    

The next disclosure would be so sickening that if it was not stated in black and 
white, no one would believe that these scientists are only motivated by money, 
and science is but a means to feed their lust for money. 

In June, 2020, Adrian Hill was reported by Washington Post as stating that he 
wanted the Covid19 virus to continue ravaging the innocents. He said,  

“We‟re in the bizarre position of wanting COVID to stay, at least for a little 
while. But cases are declining.” And that his team is in “a race against the 
virus disappearing.” 

That criminal bastard wants Covid19 to continue as long as possible!  

Need I say more?  There is so much to reveal and expose but we have a sordid 
state of affairs that Malaysians are totally blur as to the real agenda of the 
abovementioned big pharmaceutical companies and the global Deep State! 

Conclusions 



I have quoted enough evidence - admissions and blatant disregard of the well- 
being of the global common. While our leadership with impeccable courage and 
steadfastness ARE STRIVING TO SAVE OUR LIVES, the scientists employed 
by the world’s governments and big pharmaceutical companies have a different 
world view and agenda. 

Please do your duty. Help our leaders to know the truth. They are overwhelmed 
by the crisis and may not have the time or the best advice to move forward 
beyond the short term.  

The scientists wants the Virus to continue even for the next ten years, to 
enable them and their companies to earn obscene profits at our expense! 

As a former political secretary to a Prime Minister, I know how the machinery of 
a government works.  

Our Prime Minister and our King deserve better support and loyalty. 

Now, do your duty or forever stay silent and be damned! 

Matthias Chang 
7th March, 2021   
Kuala Lumpur  
 


